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Across

2. Before reaching Egypt, the river in 

ancient times roared through six 

__________, or groups of rocky rapids.

4. ___________ is the study of the 

structure of the body and its organs.

8. A __________ is a statue or other 

freestanding piece of art made of clay , stone, 

or other materials.

9. These were supplied by merchants and 

___________ or skilled workers who practice 

a handicraft

11. A ________ is a rulling family.

12. __________are people of wealth, and 

power

13. A __________ is a body preseved by a 

special process.

14. This made him the first ________ ,or 

king of a united Egypt.

15. In return, the Nubies bought 

___________ a black wood from west Afrca, 

and elephant tusks, valued as a source of ivory, 

from East, and central Africa.

16. __________ is the buying, and selling of 

goods , and services.

17. A ___________is the next life, in which 

the dead are believed to live again.

18. The _____________ were the people 

who specialized in writing,and record keeping

19. This materialis called __________ ,and 

was made from the papyrus reed that grew 

along the Nile.

20. The Nubies created the _________ 

___________,one of the worlds first 

alphabets.

Down

1. Trade created ______________ , or 

ependence by each country or group on the 

other.

3. A ___________ is a drawing, or symbol 

that represents a word or a sound.

5. The most valuable good that Egypttians 

bought in Nubia were gold ,and elephant tusks, 

which were a source of _________ , a hard 

white material made from these tusks.

6. The Pharoah relied on a 

_____________ ,or a system of offices and 

official that handle the busness of govrnment

7. The most ferticle area of land in Egypt is 

located at the end of the __________ 

__________ where it empties into the 

meditrranean sea.

10. Later Architects made the sides 

smother to create a true ____________ ,or 

structure with triangler sides.


